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Respected Madam,
Associations
With deep regards for your kind self, "Federation of BSNL Executive
Head of this company
(FBEA)" wish to congratulate your benevolent endeavor as HR
amicably'
for making a leap towards focusing, addressing & resolving all HR issues
your
esteemed
before
FBEA would like to submrt some relevant facts& findings further
follows:
self about the above referred issue. The submission is as
& 2008 were recruited and
.1.
2oo7
As your good self is aware that JTOs Batches of
(E1A) in year 2009 and 2010 same
appointed as on pre-revised scale of 9850-1 4600l
In effect JTOs of 2007
as that of JTO batch of 2005 on the same pay scale i.e. E1A'
batch and difference in bastc
and 2o0B batches were similarly placed with JTos of 2oo5
only as per the seniority
between 2005 batch and 2OO7 batch was only of 2 increments
this difference
of former than tatter. But suddenly after Pay Revision (retrospectively),
the incorrect interpretation
drasticallv jumped to B increments. This all happened due to
only DR JTOs batches of
& adherence to FR-22 wrth respect to 2'o PRC in the case of
2007 & 2008
of 2"'PRC to the JAos
2. The sEA sectron of BSNL has already extended the benefits
(ptpromoted in the year 2015 itself. With reference to Note sheet, F.No.7-412010-SEA
JAOs after 07'05 '2010
1) of SEA sectron through which non-executives, promoted as

promotion' As' It is
were given the option to choose revised scale from the date of
points mentioned in
precisely written in point 6. that recommendation is made due to the
of any date either in 2""
under point 5, which precisely says that there is no restriction
pRC for the Executives dated 05.03.200g and clarification dated 31.03.2009' which is
& 2008 than that of these
more aptly & appropriately applicable to JTO batches of 2oo7
promoted JAOs in Year 2015

FR-22'
3 BSNL management in its various replies on this issue always took pretext ofrrc'252-

letter vide
whereas FR-22 is no way binding for BSNL. Recent BSNL CO
doui:t as wherein rt is
15i2016-Est. lll dated 29.()g.2c16, does not leave any further
far cerrtral
again reiterated with firnr averment that DOPT instructions are meant
unless lt is adopted tn
Government Employees and Post and not applicable in BSNL

(
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of JTos of

Fixation
FR-22 for the disadvantageous
BSNL. Therefore reriance on
itself from
as BSNL is always open to distant
intellect
beyond
is
batches
2007 and 2008

DoPTinstructionslFR-22asandwhenrequiredinthernterestoftheCompanyandits

workforceandsamespiritshouldbeadheredinourcase.Moreover,BSNLhas
taken for
alreadysetasrdeFR-22forthepayfixationofJTo-sof2005batchappointedafter
same yardstick & kind as iudiciously

.

01.01 .2007

our association just wishes

2005 batch ano

torin" promoied JAos

in year 2015 itself.

of
out from the report of committee
arising
facts
above
of
|ight
the
|n effect, rn
of 2"u PRC recommendation

note sheet, precise observation
SEA sectron on mentioned

rnthecommitteeofSEAsection.Yourhonorisrequestedtotakepersona|cognrzance

ofthisissue&resolvethesametoinculcateenergy&motivatrontnouryoungworth
Executives at the earltest'

\\lith Regaros,
Yours sincerelY'

s.l
Rakesh Sethi
GS, AIBSNLOA

Rana PrataP
GS, BEA Of BSNL

Encl - As above.
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